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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach to speaker independent isolated 
word speech recognition using fuzzy modeling which is specifically designed to 
ignore noise. The task is based on conversion of speech spectrogram into a lin-
guistic fuzzy description and comparison of this representation with similar lin-
guistic descriptions of words. The method is tested and compared with a widely 
used speech recognition approach and has shown a significant higher robust-
ness versus noise. 

1   Introduction 

Recognition of human speech is a problem with many solutions, but still open because 
none of the current methods are fast and precise enough to be comparable with a hu-
man recognizer. Several methods exist for recognition of human words such as Hid-
den Markov Models [1], Time Delay Neural Networks [2], Support Vector Classifiers 
with HMM [3], Independent Component Analysis [4], HMM and Neural-Network 
Hybrid [5], and more. But they have more or less problems such as too much required 
processing time or low immunity versus noise and these weaknesses hold the road 
open for new approaches.  

On the other hand, Zadeh proposes computations with words instead of precise 
numbers as a new paradigm for cognitive problems [6]. He insists that more precise 
computations do not necessarily result in more correct answer in cognitive tasks and it 
may even result in poorer answers. Also, we know that humans do not try to find and 
remove noise in their cognitive skills [7] and usually just try to ignore it. Based on 
these ideas, several speech recognizer systems use fuzzy computation to achieve a 
higher noise immunity level. For example, [8] and [9] have used a hybrid Neuro-
Fuzzy approach to recognize speech commands or [10] and [11] have exploited a 
fuzzy Hidden Markov Model to recognize speech tokens. But in all such cases, fuzzy 
is used as a high level decision making approach and runs over the previously com-
puted precise data. 



In [12], another fuzzy method for isolated phoneme recognition is proposed in 
which the input signal is represented by a fuzzy description language and compared 
with similar descriptions for phonemes. A major difference between this approach and 
the other cited approaches is the fact that this model doesn't use conventional acoustic 
parameters and speech features and instead, uses fuzzy features which are specifically 
designed to overcome noise and it is shown that it has much better resistance versus 
some other widely used approaches. 

To extend this approach to word level, one must confront the following problems:  
• First, there is no accurate algorithm for separation of words into phonemes 

and therefore it is not possible to simply define words as sequences of pho-
nemes.  

• Second, the exact definition of phoneme is 'The smallest phonetic unit in a 
language that is capable of conveying a distinction in meaning such as m in 
mat and b in bat for English.'[13] But this distinction is not sufficient for 
speech recognition as many phonemes have different acoustic features based 
on their preceding and succeeding letters.  

• Third, to have a large-vocabulary word-recognizer system, the training and 
recognition time are two important concerns while this is not a very important 
fact for phoneme recognizer systems as the set of phonemes are quite limited 
and few (around 70 in English). 

 
To overcome the above problems and to have a completely-fuzzy isolated word 

speech recognition system, this paper presents a word recognition system which is 
based of fuzzy-gesture recognition and fuzzy rule base. The major rationales behind 
this approach are: 

• When we aim to recognize gestures (the visual representations) instead of 
phonemes (linguistic definitions), we eliminate the problem of phonemes 
with several different acoustic features. 

• Using gestures with equal lengths removes the requirement of segmenting 
words into phonemes. 

• By recognizing gestures to classify words, we have a wider range of sub-
words in compare with word recognition using phonemes, resulting in more 
possible discrimination. 

 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 respectively repre-

sent input conversion and rule base generation approaches, Section 4 presents the 
experimental results and at last comes the conclusions and future works. 

2   Fuzzy Representation of Input Signal and Words 

The first step of the process is the conversion of speech spectrogram into a fuzzy de-
scription. The fuzzification approach is based on three major ideas:  

• A human recognizer does not read the spectrogram with full precision and pays 
attention only at local features.  



• Human do not decide based on precise speech amplitudes and only a rough 
measure is sufficient.  

• We are more sensitive to lower frequencies than higher ones. 
 
Based on these ideas, the frequency axis of speech spectrogram is segmented ac-

cording to MEL filter banks [14]. The MEL filter bank frequencies are designed so 
that the ranges are narrower in lower frequencies where human ears are more sensitive 
and wider in higher frequencies where we are less sensitive. And the time axis is seg-
mented into 23 equal ranges. This is number is chosen heuristically and based on some 
trial and errors on recognition performance. Figure 1-left shows the spectrogram and 
its segmentations. 

Then, to get the general view of each block, we need to represent all amplitudes in 
one block with one value which gives the general feeling of that block. This can be 
done by sorted all values of each block in descending order and taking the average of 
top 10% as the representator of all values. The rationale behind this approach is the 
fact that we seek to find the almost highest amplitude in each block, and if we just 
choose the highest point, we become too much sensitive to noise. But averaging the 
top 10% gives a higher level of resistance versus noise. Figure 1-right presents a sam-
ple of the simplified image. 

Once the figure is simplified, it can be represented by a set of linguistic terms using 
5 fuzzy sets representing VERY LOW, LOW, AVERAGE, HIGH, and VERY HIGH 
amplitudes. Therefore, a word can be represented by a matrix of 25×23 fuzzy sets 
whose T-Norm (we used product) gives the degree of similarity between the input and 
the word. Each fuzzy set is assumed as a triangle that is represented with 3 points, as 
shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Left: A sample of speech spectrogram and its horizontal and vertical segmentations. 
The vertical axis represents frequencies and the horizontal axis represents time. The lighter 
values present higher amplitude. Right: The simplified form of the left image 
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Fig. 2. A sample fuzzy set, representing one value of the linguistic spectrogram. 

3   Generation of Fuzzy Rule Base 

To generate the fuzzy rule base to recognize words, we assume a rule base with one 
rule for each word and each rule consisting of 23×25 fuzzy sets, called a word de-
scription. The algorithm initializes by creating random descriptions. In each iteration 
of the training period, one sample word is chosen randomly and compared with all 
word descriptions. If the description which shows the maximum degree of similarity is 
not the correct one, the correct description is altered so that it gains a little more simi-
larity to the given sample.  

These modifications can be done by moving each fuzzy set of the description so 
that it would match more with the input to be learned. This is done by moving one or 
more points from the set definition points (Figure 2) and in cases where more than one 
choice is available, one is chosen randomly. 

When all samples are compared with descriptions and the mistaken ones are up-
dated, if the total error rate is above a certain threshold, the entire process is repeated 
and otherwise the training process is assumed finished. Figure 3 presents a diagram of 
the training sequence. 

 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the training algorithm 



4   Experimental Results 

To compare the above system with conventional speech recognition approaches, we 
used a Hidden Markov Model system with MFCC acoustic features as the benchmark. 
Both systems were tested with two sets of speech samples: the first set composed of 
100 words, each recorded 10 times by one speaker and the second set composed of 
250 words, each recorded 10 times with 10 different speakers. The tests where run 
with clean samples and 20, 10 and 0 db white and babble noise.  

As depicted in Figure 3, the proposed algorithm has a recognition rate of 5 to 10 
percent less than MFCC-HMM benchmark, but shows better results when the noise 
level exceeds 20db and reaches 60 to 70 percent better results in 0 db noise. This 
much higher results stays similar both for white noise where the noise is distributed 
uniformly among all frequency bands and babble noise which has a more concentra-
tion in lower frequencies. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison results of this approach and MFCC+HMM benchmark system 

5   Conclusions and Future Works. 

One of the major problems with most of the current speech recognition systems is 
noise sensibility which drastically drops the recognition rates in presence of high 
amounts of noise. To overcome this problem, this paper presents a novel modeling of 
speech spectrogram using fuzzy descriptive terms, based on some insights from human 
auditory system to recognize isolated words. 



To do so, the speech spectrogram is first simplified and fuzzified to be represented 
with a set of linguistic terms and a fuzzy rule base is generated to classify these repre-
sentations into word classes. 

The final recognition system is compared with a HMM system which uses MFCC 
features and is tested in multi speaker and single speaker tasks with different levels of 
additive babble or white noise. As presented in previous section, the results presents a 
slight (at most 10%) lower result in clean test cases and much better results (up to 
75% better ) in test cases with high amounts of noise. Thus it can be concluded that 
the system has been quite successful in dealing with noise and ignoring it. 

As a next step to this contribution, we are working on an appropriate elastic fuzzy 
rule base to deal with different stretching of words and also on an adaptation algo-
rithm which will improve the results when a single speaker is focused. 
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